
The Universal LoudspeakerTM

One Universal Loudspeaker
Many Applications

DC-3 G4MKII by VAF Research

Hallmark accurate and dynamic VAF sound for music 
or movies systems in a compact universal package.

This incredibly versatile loudspeaker is the first of a new 
catagory of loudspeakers - a Universal Loudspeaker.

At only 100mm deep, the face of this loudspeaker can be 
printed with any colour or picture and the speaker itself 

can be hung on walls, mounted flush into walls or ceilings, 
mounted on a stand or simply put on a shelf.

It is suitable for hi-fi, home theatre and distributed sound 
throughout an antire home or venue.

Providing full range sound by itself down to 60Hz, when 
teamed  with a VAF Subwoofer the G4 DC-3 can create a 

very discrete, very high impact Home Theatre System. 

Express yourself

On Wall
In Wall

In Ceiling
On Shelf
On Stand

Any colour or picture on face
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VAF DC-3 G4MKII Universal Loudspeaker TM

The details

Optional flush mount flange
Enables the slim DC-3 to be set flush into 
walls or ceilings.

Time Aligned woofer & tweeter
Stepped speaker front baffles precisely 
aligns the centre of radiation of each driver 
so that the sound from every driver reaches 
the listeners ears at exactly the Same time. 

Very slim sealed enclosure
Only 100mm deep so can mount 
on a wall or flush into a wall. Gives 
consistent sound in wall, on wall, in 
ceiling, on shelf or on stand. Bass 
rolls off smoothly bellow 70Hz.

Magnetically shielded woofers & tweeters 
Allows use close to televisions and computer 
monitors 

Print front with any 
colour or picture
VAF can print the face 
of each Universal 
Loudspeaker to com-
plement your room 
or taste. Standard 
colours are black or 
white.

Double layer diffraction control
As Sound moves across a speaker baffle, it 
reflects or diffracts off the baffle and baffle 
edges. Twin layers of diffraction control allow 
pure sound by effectively stopping these 
destructive reflections developing.

Cooled Woofer Voice Coil 
VAF ‘s vented voice coils pump air into and 
out of the voice coil every time the woofer 
moves. The result is far lower distortion,  a 
move Consistent sound regardless of vol-
ume and much higher power handling. 

Rare Earth Tweeter Magnets
Each tweeter motor features very powerful 
rare earth magnets over 6 times stronger 
than normal magnets found in most tweet-
ers ensuring high performance and high 
sensitivity. 

3rd generation hyperSoft damping
This 3rd generation of our HyperSoft foam 
is the most efficient yet. Exact placement 
of this damping material on internal cabinet 
surfaces helps to effectively remove all inter-
nal standing waves.

Vented woofer suspension 
The DC-3 features a completely open rear 
suspension completely eliminating sec-
ondary resonance. In many woofers air is 
trapped behind the rear suspension causing 
a separate resonance that can seriously 
compromise sound. 

It’s a VAF. It sound good because we engineer accurate true to life sound.

Dimensions:  300mm x 300mm x 100mm

Weight:   4.5Kg each

Frequency range:  60Hz to 25,000Khz

Frequency response: 70Hz to 20,000Khz +/-2db

Amplifiers up to:  100 W per channel

Nominal impedance: 6 Ohm

Optional Flush Mount: 385mm x 385mm

File format for printing: Any pantone colour, JPG, TIFF, EPS at 72dpi full scale or more
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